
Front Panel Controls

A. Mains on/of

B. B-Mode a. Faster B-mode

b. Left image

c. Single image

d. Right image

C. a. B- + M-Mode

b. M-Mode

D. Contour strengthener

E. Enlargement

F. Image extract

G. Focus selection a. near

b. middle

c. far 1

d. far 2

H. Amplification
a. Total amplification
b. Near  field amplification
c. Further field amplification

I. Freeze
J. Position
K. Delete Text
L. Writing cursor movement
M. Delete data
N. Patient identification
O. Date and time settings
P. Measurements

a. distance
b. area, circumference
c. heart frequency in M-Mode
d. caliper setting

Q. Cross-sectional plane



a. delete
b. selection button
c. recall

R. Right/Left changer
S. Image polarity
T. Monitor brightness

a. view
b. photo
c. switch between view/photo

Peripheral Keyboard

A. Alphanumerical field a. delete
b. switch
c. patient-identification
d. writing cursor

B. Position

C.  Freeze

D.  Measurements a. BPD

b. CRL 

c. length of gestational sac

d. distance

e. area/circumference

f. heart frequency in M-Mode

g. caliper setting

E. Cross sectional plane a. delete

b. recall

c. rotation transducer symbol

Controls

The controls are listed as follows:

Front Panel Controls



A. Mains switch
B. B-Mode
C. M-Mode
D. Contour strengthener
E. Magnification
F. Image extractor
G. Focus (choice of zone)
H. Amplifier
I. Freeze
J. Position
K. Text delete
L. Writing cursor movement
M. Delete data
N. Patient identification
O. Date and time cursors
P. Measurements
Q. Cross –sectional zone
R. Right/Left toggle
S. Polarity of image
T. Monitor brightness

Peripheral buttons

A. Alphanumerical buttons
B. Position
C. Freeze
D. Measurements
E. Cross-sectional zone

Functions of front panel controls:

A. Network switch
When the apparatus is switched on, a green lamp lights up.

B. B-Mode
(a)Faster B-Mode
After the apparatus is switched on and sound is suppressed, there 
automatically appears an image. The fast B-mode gives images of fast 
moving structures (e.g. foetal heart beat).
The image correlation is switched of.
The focus is only single stage and the image scale is fixed at x1.5

(b)Left image
For the production of a real-time image on the left side of the screen, with a 
small indicator  under the active image. The image cannot be enlarged.

(c)Single image



For the production of a real-time image in the middle of the screen. The 
image can be enlarged.

(d)Right image
For the production of a real-time image on the right of the screen with a small
indicator     under the active image. The image cannot be enlarged.

Note
With 3.5MHz transducer head setting, the following image widths are 
produced on the screen:

Mode Image production Magnification
Width of object

field
B-Mode single x1, x1.5 102mm
B-Mode single x2 92mm
B-Mode double x1 92mm
M/B-Mode double x1 92mm
Image corr. of single x1.5 102mm

C. M-Mode
(a) M/B

For simultaneous production of an M-mode diagram on the left half of the 
screen and a real-time image on the right half of the screen. The M-mode 
cursor in the middle of the B-mode image shows M-mode positions. An 
M-mode cycle lasts about 2 seconds. The images are not enlarged.

(b) M
For the production of an M-mode diagram.  An M-mode cycle lasts about 4 
seconds. The image can be magnified.

D. Contour enhancement
For better contour identification, one can choose between two diferent 
contour modes.

E. Magnification
When pressing this key, magnifications of x1.0, x1.5, and 2.0 are displayed. 
This function can only be used in conjunction with M-mode (Cb) or with 
B-mode (Bc).

F. Image extract



In the magnification stages of x1.5 and x2.0 only extracts of unmagnified 
image (x1.0) are produced. This extract can be vertically shifted as a 
specified field so that sections of the image depth can be displayed. Arrow 
pointing upwards means: search field is moving in the direction of the 
near-field. Arrow pointing downwards means: search field is moving in the 
direction of the far-field. The beginning of the search –field from body wall is 
given in mm above right in the image.

G. Focus selection
Single or multiple focus zones can be chosen. If more than one is chosen in 
combination, then it is recommended to use a complete succession (e.g. N, 
M, F1). The chosen focus zones are given in the technical data blocks on the 
visible screen. To switch to a particular focus zone, the button should be 
pressed only once. When the button is pressed a second time, the focus zone 
is switched of. One focus zone remains switched on at all times.

The following table gives the focus depths for the 4 focus zones for the 
3.5MHz and 5MHz frequencies.

Focus zone 3.5MHz 5.0MHz
N=near 3.0cm 1.5cm
M=middle 4.5cm 2.5cm
F1=far 1 7.0cm 4.0cm
F2= far 2 9.0cm 6.5cm

H. Amplification 
Settings for overall amplification (gain) and depth compensation:

(a) Overall amplification
Settings from 0 to 60dB. The settings are displayed in steps of 1dB in the 
data blocks on the screen.

Overall amplification- arrow pointing upwards- this increases the echo 
intensity for the whole image.

Overall amplification- arrow pointing downwards- this decreases the echo 
for the whole image.

(b) Near field amplification 
Settings in the near field section range from -30 to 0dB. The settings are 
displayed in steps of 1dB in the data blocks on the screen.

Near field amplification- arrow upwards- increases the echo intensity in 
the near field section of the image.



Near field amplification- arrow downwards- decreases the echo intensity in
the near field section of the image.

(c) Far field amplification
Settings in the far field section range from 0 to 6,0dB. The settings are 
displayed in steps of 0,2 dB in the data blocks on the screen.

Far field amplification- arrow upwards- increases the echo intensity in the 
far field section of the image.

Far field amplification- arrow downwards- decreases the echo intensity in 
the far field section of the image.

I.  Freezing
Press button to freeze a real-time image or induce stopping of the M-mode 
cycle.
Pressing the button for a second time resumes real-time or M-mode cycle. 
This function can also be activated through the foot switch.

Note
All settings (B) to (H) can only be carried out in Real-time mode or during 
M-mode.

J. Position (Multifunction)
These cursor keys have several functions depending on the program 
selected.

(a) Caliper position when the measuring program (Pa, b, c) is selected. The 
middle cursor with the double arrow causes the quick positioning of the 
distance caliper. When using a “joystick” the caliper cursor and the 
“joystick” function in parallel.

(b) Data input and sex input depending on the program choice: Patient 
identification (N), data input if program choice is Date/Time (O).

(c)Position of transducer symbol (displacement and rotation) in the body 
pictogram, activated through (Qb).

K. Text deletion

With this button information that is shown on the screen can be deleted. In 
addition, the date, time and patient identification can be deleted when the 
corresponding key and the text deletion key are pressed at the same time.

L. Writing cursor position



For the movement of the writing cursor in the field for patient identification, 
date or time, one step forward each time the button is pressed.

M. Delete data 
Used for display or removal from display of the data blocks on the screen.

N. Patient identification
Used for input of up to 14 characters (using peripheral keyboard for either 
numbers or letters).

O. Date and time input
Used for the input of year, month, day, hour and minute. When using the 
peripheral keyboard date and time remain active when the machine is 
switched of.

P. Measurements
Measurement can only be made on a frozen frame (fixed image).

(a) Distance
For measurement of distances between two particular points (linear 
distance) through changing the distance between caliper crosses. 
Measurements are displayed in millimeters. In B-mode, linear distances 
can be measured. In M-mode, measurement of depth can be 
accomplished.

(b) Area, circumference
For the measurement of area in cm2 and its circumference in millimeters.

(c) Heart  frequency in M-mode
For the determination of the heart frequency in heart beats per minute 
(BPM) through positioning of calipers onto a heart phase over 2 heart 
actions.

(d) Caliper setting
With this key, a caliper can be fixed in position and at the same time a 
new caliper can be displayed.

Q. Cross-section 
(a) Deletion

This deletes the displayed pictogram for scan cross-section and 
transducer position.

(b) Selection button
For the display of one of six pictograms through multiple pressings of the 
button and launching of the program for the positioning of the transducer 
symbol.

(c) Positioning/ Recalling



This is used to launch the program to position the transducer symbol in an
already displayed pictogram. Also used for recalling a deleted pictogram.

R. Switch between Right/Left
The orientation of the reproduced image can be reflected (mirror image 
produced). The orientation of the image is indicated by an arrow in the upper 
right corner of the screen. The direction of the arrow specifies the cable outlet
side of the transducer (3.5Hz).

S. Image polarity
To choose between an image with white echoes on black background or black
echoes on white background.

T. Monitor brightness
Used for the adjustment of the total brightness on the screen. The contrast is 
factory set . In the case that an adjustment is needed, we recommend that 
you consult an authorized service agent.

(a) Observation
For adjustment of the brightness for observation

(b) Photo
For the adjustment of brightness for photographic documentation.

(c) Switching observation/ photo
With the help of this key the visible screen brightness is increased to that 
necessary for photo documentation.
The key is held down when the resolution camera is placed before the 
image screen.

Functions of the peripheral keyboard 

The Sono DIAGNOST R 1200 can be extended by use of a peripheral keyboard, 
which is attached through special connections at the back of the apparatus. With 
this keyboard, it is possible to enter alphanumerical data onto the screen. In 
addition, the gestational age can be determined. The data tables for the calculation 
of the gestational age are programmable.

A. Alphanumerical keys
Letters and numbers can be displayed in any position of the screen with the 
help of the position cursors (B).

(a) Deletion keys
For the deletion of information displayed on the screen or deletion of 
patient identification when keys (Ac) and (Aa) are pressed simultaneously.

(b) Shift



When this cursor is held pressed down, the upper symbols/ numbers on 
the buttons/keys can be entered onto the screen.

(c) Identification
For entering patient identification (name or number) up to 14 characters.

(d) Commentary
With this button, the writing cursor will be displayed in the middle of the 
screen, to enter alphanumerical data.

B. Position
For the movement of the caliper cross, of the cursor or the transducer 
symbol.
The “quick” key (double arrow) moves the caliper, the cursor or the 
transducer symbol quickly when it is pressed at the same time as a direction 
key. When two direction keys are pressed at the same time a resultant 
direction in the middle of both is given.

C. Freezing
For freezing of the real-time image or switching over from a fixed image to a 
real-time image. This function can also be executed using the foot switch.

D. Measurement
For carrying out of measurement with calipers. Measurements can only be 
carried out on a frozen image (fixed image).

(a) BPD (biparietal diameter of skull)
For the determination of gestational age through measurement of 
biparietal diameter of the skull of the embryo.

(b) CRL (crown-rump-length)
For determination of gestational age by measuring of head to buttock 
length of the embryo.

(c) FS (Gestational sac)
For determination of the gestational age by measurement of the 
maximum length of the gestational sac.

(d) Distance
For the measurement of point to point distances. Measurements are 
displayed in millimeters. In the B-mode the measurement denotes a 
distance, in the M-mode a depth measurement.

(e) Area
For measurement of area in square centimeters and its circumference in 
millimeters. Only possible in B-mode images.

(f) Heart frequency



For the determination of heart frequency in beats per minute (BPM) from 
the measurement of time between two heart beats. Only possible in 
M-mode images.

(g) Caliper setting
With this key, a caliper can be fixed in position and at the same time a 
new caliper can be displayed.

E. Cross-sections
Each of these six cursors can be used to display a body pictogram on the 
screen.

(a) Deletion
For the deletion of the displayed scan cross-section pictogram.

(b) Recall
To launch the program to position the transducer symbol displayed in a 
pictogram in order to recall a formerly deleted pictogram.

(c) Rotation of the transducer symbol
Using this, the transducer symbol that is displayed in the scan 
cross-section pictogram is rotated in the direction of the arrow. The 
position keys (B) are used to position the transducer symbol.

Connections

The connections at the back (see foldable last page) serve to connect the 
Sono DIAGNOST R 1200 machine with the transducer and peripheral 
apparatus.

A. Transducer coupling
For transducer connection or interface connection of special transducers 
(inter operative, biopsy, transrectal transducers).

B. Mains coupling
Connection to a plug with a protective earth pin.

C. Earth

D. Internal- External exchange switch
In the position ORIG a real-time image of the ultrasound apparatus is 
produced on the screen. In the position VTR, one can produce images from



a video-recorder on the visible screen of the Sono DIAGNOST R 1200 
machine.

E. Video input
For the reception of an external video signal (e.g. video-recorder).

F. Video output
This connection relays video signal to a peripheral device (e.g.video 
recorder, additional visual apparatus or documentational unit).

G. Footswitch

For connection of the footswitch.

H. Keyboard
Coupling for the connection of the peripheral keyboard to the Sono 
DIAGNOST R 1200 machine.

Operating Procedures
 
General Information
Before initial setup, it is important to ensure that the operators have prior 
knowledge of ultrasound diagnostics, and have made themselves familiar with the 
operating instructions for the device.

Monitor brightness
The overall appearance is controlled through the adjustment of monitor brightness 
(Ta). The brightness must be so adjusted that the reproduction of all 16 stages of 
the gray scale from black to white are shown. The photo setting (Tb) - adjustable 
using a screwdriver- serves to adjust the brightness to the correct illumination of the
camera. The white knob (Tc) is controlled by the camera (whereby it is positioned to 
a particular photo brightness) before an image is produced on the screen.

Startup procedure
Before switching on the machine it is necessary to make sure that contact gel, 
paper wipes or towels as well as film material for the camera are available.



Connect the transducer using the necessary socket (A) at the back of the apparatus.
If supplied, connect the keyboard with the socket (H) at the back of the apparatus.

Turn on Sono DIAGNOST R 1200 machine with the mains switch (A) on the front side.
The little green mains lamp lights up and after a few seconds the monitor image 
appears.

NOTE  
The monitor screen requires about 10 minutes for its brightness to stabilize. No 
image is to be taken using the camera before this time is up.

When the machine is switched on and there is no peripheral keyboard attached, the 
apparatus has the following settings:

Parameter Setting 
Monitor image image frozen                              
Type of examination single image B-mode x1.5
Start of reproduction 00
Contour type strong
Focus zones M, F1
Depth compensation G38 N-10 F1,6
Image polarity negative
R-L image orientation
Pictogram and transducer symbol
Data on/of on
Date/Time input cursor positioned for input
Patient identification empty

When switched on with peripheral keyboard attached the following are the start 
settings:

Parameter Setting
Monitor image Image frozen
Type of examination As at last examination
Start of reproduction “ “ “
Contour type “ “ “
Focus zone “ “ “
Depth compensation As at last examination
Image polarity “ “ “
R-/L- image polarity “ “ “
Pictogram and transducer symbol “ “ “
Data in/out As at last examination
Date and time input Date and time are correct

The battery in keyboard allow both to 
remain on

Patient identification The writing cursor is in position for 
input



Note
The time is also frozen along with the image. The correct time will only be displayed
when the frozen image is removed (real-time). Switch to real time (I) [using 
keyboard (B)] or footswitch if available.

Setting or changing of scan parameter keys (B) to (H)

Date, Time, Identification, Comments

To set the date and time take the following steps:
Press date and time button on the front panel. The writing cursor appears in the 
date-time field.

Enter two digits using the front panel (J) or the keyboard (A) for the year e.g. 86.

Enter two digits for the month, 01- 12.

Enter two digits for the day, 01- 31.

Enter two digits for the hour (24 hour clock), 00- 23.

Enter two digits for the minutes, 00- 59.

Press the date and time cursor (O). The writing cursor disappears from the screen.

To input the patient identification (ID) take the following steps:

Press the patient identification button (N) on the front panel or on the keyboard 
(Ac). The cursor appears in the ID field.

Input up to 14 characters using the front pannel (J), male female symbol, letters 
using the keyboard (A)

Note
One can move the writing cursor in the data fields for time, date, and patient 
identification with the button (L) on the keyboard (B) step by step, without the 
characters being deleted.

To delete particular information fed in earlier, the relevant information key must first
be pressed and then the delete key (K) or on the keyboard the button (Aa) must be 
pressed. To delete the writing cursor from the screen one must press the deletion 
key once again.

A comment can be entered only when a peripheral keyboard is connected and the 
image is frozen. Comments cannot be entered in the fields meant for the data and 
cross-sectional plane. To display a comment, the following steps must be taken:

Freezing of the real-time image with the freezing button (I) [keyboard (C)] or 
footswitch.



Press the writing cursor key (Ad) on the keyboard. The writing cursor now appears in
the middle of the screen.

Use the position keys (B) on the keyboard, to move the writing cursor to the 
required position.

Input the information you wish to.

Press the writing key (Ad) again. The writing cursor disappears from the screen.

To delete the comment from the screen, use the deletion key (Aa).

B-Mode Scan

See Startup procedure, real-time.

See input of date, time, identification and comments.

Contact gel is applied to the area that is to be examined. Place the transducer on 
this area.

Press the button B-mode single picture (Bc) and then the magnification button (E) 
until the required image size is produced (x1.0, x1.5, x2.0).

While observing the real-time image on the screen, change the image section (F), 
the focus zone (G), the contour strengthener (D) to produce the optimal image.

When the optimal image appears on the screen, freeze it using the freezing key (I), 
[keyboard (C)] or the footswitch.

Use the selection key cross-sectional zone (Qb) [keyboard (E)] to display the 
cross-sectional pictogram.

For the setting of the transducer orientation use the position key (J) [Keyboard (B)] 
and then enter the corresponding transducer position in the pictogram. Using the 
keyboard you can rotate the transducer symbol by pressing (Ec).

When there is an attached peripheral keyboard, comments (see date, time, 
identification, comments) can be displayed. Measurements can be made with or 
without peripheral keyboard.

Now the image can be documented (see polaroid pictures).

Quicker B-mode scan

(Image correlation switched of)



Real-time startup procedure

Input of date, time and patient identification.

Apply contact gel and position transducer.

Use the faster B-mode button (Ba).

When the real-time image appears on the monitor, adjust the picture position (F), 
focus zone (G), depth compensation (H) and the contour strengthener (D) for an 
optimal image.

When the monitor is showing an optimal image, freeze the image using the freezing 
key (I) [peripheral keyboard (C)] or the footswitch.

Display the cross-sectional pictogram. (see B-mode scan).

If external keyboard is available, one can display comments (see date, time, etc). 
Measurements on the image can be made with or without the external keyboard.

Now the image can be documented (see polaroid pictures).

Double B-mode scan

Real-time startup procedure

Input of date, time and patient identification.

Apply contact gel and position transducer.

Press the key B-mode/left image (Ba).

While observing the real-time image on the monitor, adjust the focus zone (G), 
depth compensation (H) and the contour strengthener (D) for an optimal image on 
the screen.

When the screen shows the optimal image, press B-mode/right image (Bd). The left 
image will be frozen, on the right appears a real-time image.

To freeze the right image use the freezing key (I) [keyboard (C)] or the footswitch.

When both right and left images are frozen, freeze the cross-sectional 
pictogram(see B-mode scan)

If the attached keyboard is available, one can display comments (see appendix). 
Measurements on the image can be made with or without the external keyboard.

Now the image can be documented (see polaroid pictures).



M-Mode/ B-Mode (M/B) Scan

Real-time startup procedure

Input of date, time and patient identification.

Apply contact gel and position transducer.

Press the key B+ M-Mode (Ca).

While observing the real-time image on the monitor, adjust the focus zone (G), 
depth compensation (H) and the contour strengthener (D) for an optimal image on 
the screen.

The transducer must now be positioned on the patient so that zone of interest (e.g. 
the fetal heart) is pictured under the M-cursor, which is found in the middle of the 
B-Mode image on the right half of the image.

M-Mode and B-Mode are frozen by using the freezing key (I), [peripheral keyboard 
(C)] or the footswitch.

Display of cross-sectional pictogram (see B-Mode scan).

If external keyboard is available, one can display comments (see date, time, etc). 
Measurements on the image can be made with or without the external keyboard.

Now the image can be documented (see polaroid pictures).

M-Mode Scans

Real-time startup procedure

Input of date, time and patient identification.

Apply contact gel and position transducer.

Use the key B-Mode/single image (Bc) and the magnification key (E), for the 
preferred magnification (x1.0, x1.5, 2.0).

When the real-time image appears on the monitor, adjust the image position (F), 
focus zone (G), depth compensation (H) and the contour strengthener (D) for an 
optimal image.

The transducer must now be positioned on the patient so that zone of interest (e.g. 
the fetal heart) is pictured under the M-cursor, which is found in the middle of the 
B-Mode image on the right half of the image.

When the required position is reached, press the M-Mode key (Cb). Now there will 
appear an M-Mode image with a deviation of 4 seconds.



During the production of an M-Mode image, press freeze key (I) [keyboard (C)] . On 
the screen, the M-Mode cycle will end, and the image frozen.

Now the image can be documented (see polaroid pictures).

Measurements

For distance (length) measurement, the following steps are taken:

The image on which the measurement is to be taken must be frozen.

The key measurement/distance (Pa) [peripheral keyboard (Dd)] is used. A big caliper
(+) appears in the middle of the screen.

To position this caliper use one of the following: position keys (J), [peripheral 
keyboard (B)] or joystick.

Use the caliper setting key (Dg) to fix the big cursor in position and to produce a 
second smaller caliper (+).

To position the second caliper, use one of the appropriate position keys, thus 
producing a row of dots between the bigger and smaller caliper. This distance is 
measured in centimeters.

Use the caliper setting key (Pd) [peripheral keyboard (Dg)], to fix the smaller caliper
in its position. The resultant measurement in millimeters is displayed in the data 
field of the screen and in the image. The big caliper is now free for a new 
measurement. 

One can make as many measurement as needed. All distances are digitally 
displayed in the image. 
To delete the lines for the measured distances as well as their measured values, 
press the deletion key (Qa) [external keyboard (Aa)].

The following steps are taken for the measurement of area:

The image on which the measurement is to be taken must be frozen.

The key measurement/area circumference (Pb) [external cursor (De)] is used. A 
caliper appears in the middle of the screen.

To position this caliper use one of the following: position keys (J), [peripheral 
keyboard (B)] or joystick. Position the caliper at the starting point of the region 
whose area is to be determined.

Press the caliper setting key (Pd) [or external keyboard (Dg)].



Using the position keys (J) [external keyboard (B)] or joystick, demarcate the 
external boundary of the region whose area is to be determined.

Areas that are not completely demarcated will be completed using the shortest 
distance possible, when the caliper setting key (Pd) [external keyboard (Dg)] is 
pressed. The resulting area (in square centimeters) and circumference (in 
millimeters) are then displayed in the data field. The caliper is then ready for the 
next measurement.

One can make an unlimited number of area measurements. The display of the 
circumscribed area and the resultant measurements can be deleted using the key 
(Qa) [external keyboard (Ac)].

Steps for the measurement of heart frequency:

Freeze an M-Mode image.

Use the button measurement/heart frequency key (Pc) [or external keyboard (Df)]. A
caliper appears in the middle of the screen.

With the help of the position keys (J) [keyboard (Df)] or joystick, position the caliper 
in a distinctive position on the heart movement image.

Press the caliper setting key (Pd) [external keyboard (Dg)] to fix the caliper in this 
position and to produce a second caliper.

Set the second caliper using the caliper position keys (J) [external keyboard (B)] or 
joystick in the same prominent position, but at a distance of two heart actions apart.

Press caliper setting key (Pd) [keyboard (Dg)]to fix the caliper in this position. The 
resultant measurement in heart beats per minute (BPM) will now be displayed, and 
the second caliper is ready for a new measurement.

One can make as many measurements as desired. The display and measurements 
of heart frequency can be deleted using the deletion keys (Qa) [keyboard (Aa)]

Startup, input and changing of the data tables for the calculation of 
pregnancy period.

Calculation of pregnancy period from measurements of the fetal ultrasound images 
are only possible using the attached peripheral keyboard. The tables remain stored 
thanks to a back-up battery. After changing this battery, the contents of these 
tables must be re-entered.
There is place enough for three diferent tables. In the appendix there are values for
biparietal skull diameters (BPD), crown-rump lengths (CRL) and maximum 
gestational sac lengths (FS).

Note



This procedure is identical for all three tables (BPD, CRL, and FS). In the following, 
the BPD table is described.

Before beginning, the system must be in a frozen state.

Calling the data table
(All keys refer to peripheral keyboard.)

Press the key BPD (Da). A big caliper appears in the middle of the image on the 
screen.

Press “W”. The contents of the screen disappear, and at the bottom of the screen 
appears a selection:
Option 1: Call up table
Option 2: Deletion of stored table
Option 3: End program

Choose option 1. The BPD table appears.

A selection also appears at the bottom of the image: Change rows (01- 20) BPD.
99= End program

Input into or changing of data tables

(a) Call up the appropriate data table

(b) Call up the row to be changed e.g. 02

(c) In the row 02 the writing cursor appears in the pregnancy week

02: ??W?D±??D=???MM

(d) Input the full number of weeks of pregnancy  using 2 digits e.g. 09 or  use 
space 9
Then the cursor jumps to the days.
02: 09W?D±??D=???MM

(e) Input the number of the day in the week of the pregnancy in question (in this 
case tenth week) e.g. 4.
The cursor jumps to the range of error:
02: 09W4D±??=???MM

(f) Input the value of the range of error e.g. 07
The writing cursor jumps to the MM field
02: 09W4D± 7D=???MM

(g) Input the mm (3 digits) e.g. 016
The input row is now complete.
02: 09W4D± 7D= 16MM
The writing cursor jumps to the selection line for new row or end program.



Tip:
If an incorrect digit is entered, the writing cursor can be moved to the left or right in 
the row using position keys (B) and the digit overwritten.

Polaroid picture

(Documentation unit and folding camera)

Preliminary remarks
We recommend the use of the polaroid pack film Type 667. This film is highly 
sensitive (ASA 3000 i.e. 36 DIN). Camera setting: aperture 11 or 16, 1/4 second.The 
contrast of the monitor must be greatly reduced, so that the right gray scaling is 
obtained on the polaroid picture. The fine tuning of the brightness can also be 
carried out on the monitor.

Documentation unit

Ensure that the camera monitor is switched on and the video cable is connected.

Take the picture with the help of the release button on the camera.

Take the film straight out of the pack. Wait for the prescribed development time (40 
seconds) before separating picture.

Folding Camera

Fold the camera down. Press the changeover switch (Tc), which switches the 
monitor brightness to “photo”.

The picture is taken by pressing the button on the side of the camera.

The film must be taken straight out of the film pack. After the prescribed 
development time of 40 seconds, the polaroid picture can be separated.

Pregnancy tables for the Sono DIAGNOST R 1200 machine

(Source: Popp, L. W., Arch. Gynec. 235, 482 (1983)

BPD
(Biparietal skull diameter)

Row                 W                     D                      +/-D                 MM
01 08 4 07 012
02 09 4 07 016
03 10 4 07 020
04 11 4 07 023
05                    12                    4                      07                    027
06 13 4 07 030



07 14 4 07 033
08 15 4 07 036
09 16 4 07 039
10                    17                    4                      07                    042
11 19 4 14 049
12 21 4 14 055
13 23
14 25 4 14 067
15                    27                    4                      14                    073
16 29 4 14 079
17 31 4 14 083
18 33 4 21 088
19 35 4 21 092
20 37 4 21 094

CRL
(Crown- rump length)

Row                 W                     D                      +/-D                 MM
01 7 1 14 010
02 7 5 14 013
03 8 1 14 016
04 8 4 14 017
05                    9                      0                      14                    022
06 9 3 14 025
07 9 5 14 028
08 10 1 14 032
09 10 4 14 036
10                    11                    0                      14                    040
11 11 2 14 044
12 11 5 14 048



13 12 0 14 052
14 12 3 14 057
15                    12                    6                      14                    062
16 13 1 14 067
17 13 4 14 072
18 13 6 21 077
19 14 2 21 082
20 14 5 21 088

FS
(Maximum gestational sac length)

Row                 W                     D                      +/-D                 MM
01 4 4 07 005
02 4 5 07 006
03 4 6 07 007
04 5 0 07 009
05                    5                      1                      07                    010
06 5 2 07 011
07 5 3 07 013
08 5 4 07 014
09 5 5 07 015
10                    5                      6                      07                    016
11 6 0 07 017
12 6 2 07 018
13 6 4 07 020
14 6 6 07 022



15                    7                      1                      07                    024
16 7 3 07 026
17 7 5 14 028
18 8 0 14 030
19 8 2 14 033
20 8 4 14 035


